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Use RSC Prospect enhanced HTML journal articles
Linking together related articles by subject ontologies and identi� ed compounds, RSC Prospect 
enhanced HTML articles also provide you with de� nitions, synonyms, structures and RSS 
feeds. We’ve now introduced a structure and sub-structure searching function, widened the 
compound identi� ers to include groups and relationships via the ChEBI (Chemical Entities of 
Biological Interest) ontology, and included additional features such as an Experimental Data 
Checker to allow downloading of data for analysis of results. Links to patent information and to 
compounds in PubChem have also been added. 

Hailed as the future of publishing, we add computer readable meaning to our journal articles by 
applying internationally recognised labels and conventions. We are proud to be leading the way 
amongst scienti� c publishers.

RSC Prospect - winner of the 2007 ALPSP/Charlesworth Award for Publishing Innovation.

Faced with questions?
Can I search by structure to � nd articles?

Are there any related articles on this topic?

Are there any related articles on this topic?

What groups and relationships are there for this compound?

What groups and relationships are there for this compound?

Is there any Patent information?Is there any Patent information?Is there any Patent information?

Can I download � les of these structures?

What’s the de� nition of that term?

What’s the de� nition of that term?

Looking for answers?Looking for answers?
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New Journal of Chemistry is the place 
to publish new and emerging work 
in the chemical sciences. Selecting only 
original and significant work of high quality, 
NJC publishes full papers, letters, opinions 
and perspectives embracing multidisciplinary 
work of broad general appeal. Owned and published 
by learned societies, the journal offers a multitude of 
benefits to both authors and readers, including fast times 
to publication and html enhancement with the award-
winning RSC Project Prospect (www.projectprospect.org).
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